State-of-the-art image retrieval systems typically represent an image with a bag of low-level features. Since different images often exhibit different kinds of low-level characteristics, it is desirable to represent an image with multiple types of complementary features. The systems scalability is, however, significantly lowered when increasing the number of feature types, as the amount of data is also increased rapidly both in index and in query representation.
Introduction
The bag-of-features(BOF) image representation is popular in large-scale image retrieval [10, 18, 23, 25] , where local invariant features [15, 17] are vector-quantized into visual words such that scalable text retrieval approaches, in particular inverted file indexing, can be applied. With BOF, the memory to store the inverted index file and the search complexity are both approximately linearly increased with the number of images.
Various approaches (c.f. [1, 6, 13, 27, 28] ) have been proposed to address the retrieval efficiency and/or the memory constraint problem. However, these approaches often trade accuracy for efficiency, or require exhausted scan of the whole image database. An alternative approach is to aggregate local descriptors in one image into a single vector using Fisher Vector [21] or Vector of Local Aggregated Descriptor (VLAD) [9] . It has been shown in [9] that with as few as 16 bytes to represent an image, the retrieval performance is still comparable to that of the BOF representation. c ⃝ 2013. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
In this paper, we propose to use sparse coding with max-pooling to aggregate local descriptors for image retrieval. Sparse coding [19] learns an over-complete set of bases where an image can be represented by a high-dimensional but sparse vector. In statistics community sparse coding is also known as Lasso regression (see [7] , page 72). It has been used in image processing and analysis (c.f. [5, 16] ). For image recognition/categorization applications, it has been shown that such sparse representation is more linearly separable-our approach is motivated by the successful application of sparse coding in image classification [2, 24, 29, 33, 34] . In particular, we propose using sparse coding to aggregate local features for image retrieval, where local features extracted from an image are first projected onto the learned bases (codebook) using sparse coding, and the resulted sparse codes are then max-pooled together into a single vector.
Existing aggregation approaches typically use a single type of low-level features. A major advantage of our approach is the capability to aggregate multiple types of local features into a compact yet discriminative representation. Each type of features from one image is independently aggregated into a single vector by sparse coding and max-pooling. We concatenate all vectors from different types, and compress them. The final representation is a low-dimension vector for each image.
Since the sparse-coding allows us to use multiple types of features to improve the retrieval performance without sacrificing search efficiency and scalability, we are motivated to not only aggregate existing popular features, but also seek for new features that are complementary to existing ones. In particular, we design a new feature called micro feature. Micro feature exploits self-similarity existed within an image [35] , is simple to compute, yet exhibits surprisingly good performance by itself. By combining micro features with other local features using the sparse-coding, we have derived a compact image representation that outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms of retrieval performance, efficiency, and scalability.
Background: aggregating local descriptors
The goal of aggregating local descriptors is to convert a bag of variable number of local features in an image into a global, fixed-size vector representation. In this section, We briefly review two leading aggregation approaches: Fisher Vector [20, 21, 22] and VLAD [9] , and reformulate BOF [25] in the aggregation form.
Fisher Vector
Fisher kernel [8] was originally proposed to extract discriminative features. Perronnin et.al. [21] applied Fisher kernel to aggregate local descriptors. They use Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as the generative model and aggregated normalized gradient vectors into a fixed-size Fisher vector.
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , ...x T } be a set of local descriptors (e.g. SIFT descriptors [15] ) in a given image, and {(ω i , µ i , Σ i ), i = 1...N} is a pre-learned GMM model with N components, where (ω i , µ i , Σ i ) are the weight, mean, and covariance of the i-th component. If we simplify the covariance to a diagonal matrix (Σ i = σ i ) and only compute the derivatives of the Gaussian means, then the normalized, concatenated gradient vector for the descriptor x is:
where
is the probability that the feature x belongs to the i-th Gaussian component, and ./ is element-wise division.
To form the vector representation G(X) for the whole image, all encoded Fisher vectors are aggregated together:
The dimension of G(X) is also N × D. The typical value of N in the Fisher Vector framework is 64. So, the size of the final image representation is 64 × 128 = 8192 for 128-dimensional SIFT-like descriptors.
VLAD: vector of locally aggregated descriptors VLAD [9] can be considered as a simplification of the Fisher vector. Instead of using GMM, it uses k-means clustering to learn a codebook C = {c 1 , ..., c N } of N visual words. For a given image, each local descriptor x is first assigned to its nearest visual word c i = NN(x), and the differential (residual) vector x − c i is computed. The descriptor x is then mapped to a vector by:
The final VLAD is the aggregation of all mapped vectors:
Typically the codebook size N = 64, and the resulting dimension of VLAD is also 8192 for 128-dimensional SIFT-like descriptors.
BOF: bag of features BOF [25] can be reformulated in a way similar to VLAD. Using a codebook C = {c 1 , ..., c N }, each descriptor is mapped to a high dimensional binary vector by:
where δ (true) = 1 and δ ( f alse) = 0. Then BOF is the sum of all mapped vectors:
Note that in BOF, the size of codebook N could be as large as a million for image retrieval.
Discussion
As we can see, Fisher Vector, VLAD, and BOF can be derived in two steps: encoding and pooling. The encoding step encodes each D-dimensional local descriptor into another highdimensional (usually much higher than D) vector. Equation (1)(3)(5) are three different encoding methods. The pooling step aggregates all encoded vectors into a single vector. Fisher Vector, VLAD and BOF use simple average/sum pooling, as shown in Equation (2)(4)(6).
The success of these two-step approaches naturally leads to two questions-are there better encoding/pooling alternatives? Can we find better local descriptors for the same encoding/pooling framework? We answer these questions in following sections.
Sparse coding for image retrieval
In this section, we revisit the sparse coding(SC) framework proposed in [33] . By analyzing the relationship between SC and local feature aggregation [9, 21] , we propose to apply SC to local feature aggregation for image retrieval, and it also allows combining different types of feature descriptors in a compact representation
Data sets
Two common datasets are used in describing our approach and conducting the experiments. INRIA Holidays [10] . The original INRIA Holidays dataset contains 1491 holiday images, 500 of them being used as queries. The accuracy is measured by mean Average Precision (mAP). For large-scale experiments, we mix the Holiday dataset with 4 million distracter images downloaded from Flickr. We call this extended dataset Holidays 4 million. University of Kentucky Benchmark (UKB) [18] . This set consists of images of 2550 objects, each of which is represented by 4 images. The most commonly used performance metric for this dataset is the average number of relevant images in the top 4 retrieved images (one of which is the query itself). The score thus ranges from 0 to 4.
For any codebook training, we randomly sample local features from 100K images in an independent dateset, the ImageNet [3].
Sparse coding for local descriptor aggregation
The sparse coding framework encodes the bag of features from an image into an N-dimensional sparse vector. We review sparse coding in this subsection using the same matrix formulation in [33] . It consists of two steps-Step 1 encodes each local descriptor into a sparse code, and Step 2 pools all sparse codes from Step 1 into a single vector.
Step 1: Encoding. Each local descriptor x from an image is encoded into an N-dimensional
by fitting a linear model with sparsity (L 1 ) constraint:
subject to u ≽ 0
.e., a set of over-complete bases.It's learned beforehand by alternative optimization [33] . The second term is the L 1 penalty term to enforce sparsity on the vector u, and λ is the parameter to control the sparsity.
Step 2: Pooling. For a given image with 
max pooling:
The pooled vector y is subsequently normalized by y := y/∥y∥ 2 to generate the final singlevector representation. We call the normalized vector y the sparse-coded vector. The local feature aggregation approaches for image retrieval we presented in Section 2, including Fisher Vector, VLAD, and BOF, share a common two-step framework as the sparse coding framework in encoding a bag of local descriptors X = {x t | t = 1, ..., T }:
pooling:
The only difference among them is in how the encoding is obtained. Such a common framework, together with the success of local feature aggregation in image retrieval and the success of sparse coding in image classification, motivates us to apply the sparse coding framework to the image retrieval task. Implementation differences from image classification. We note two important differences between our image retrieval and image classification in using sparse coding: 1) the input local invariant descriptors are computed from sparse interest/key points instead of densely sampling grids; 2) while spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [14, 33] is a standard practice in image classification, we do not use any form of SPM as the spatial location is sensitive to translation and rotation, two typical scenarios to handle in image retrieval. Max-pooling is essential. In image classification max-pooling is reported to perform better than average pooling [14, 24, 33] . We also empirically found maximum pooling performed significantly better than average pooling when applying sparse coding to image retrieval. Table 1 shows the retrieval results on datasets described in 3.1, with a single type feature representation. The reason is that max-pooling tends to pick up the distinctive features that are more likely to be repeatable, an important factor in image retrieval. 3.3 Discussion:Why does sparse coding work for image retrieval?
To understand the rationale behind using sparse coding for image retrieval, we perform empirical analysis below.
A descriptor x is active in an image (represented by T descriptors), if there exists at least one dimension i such that its sparse code u satisfies u i = max{u i t |t = 1, ..., T }. In other words, the i-th dimension of the final max-aggregated vector is solely determined by the active descriptor x. We say a pair of descriptors from two images are co-active, if they are active in one or more common dimensions of their sparse codes, respectively.
Descriptors from visually similar patches are closer to each other and are more likely to be co-active, and will generate similar values in the co-active dimensions of their sparse codes. Relevant images have more visually similar corresponding features than non-relevant images, and thus their aggregated vectors should be more similar. On the other hand, if two descriptors (from two images respectively) are co-active at one or more dimensions in u, due to sparsity they have high chances to be visually similar. Thus two similar aggregated vectors are more likely to come from relevant images. X X X X X X X X X Figure 1 shows two pairs of relevant images in which yellow dots are active descriptors. We show some of the many co-active feature pairs, which are linked by red lines. As we expect, there exist many such correct corresponding pairs (for clarity, not all pairs are drawn) which are implicitly established by the sparse coding method.
For a more quantitative measure, we use an image from UKB as query and create its several rotated and scaled versions.Then, we calculate the percentage of co-active feature pairs among true matching ones. As listed in Table 2 , under large image variations, there is still a large percentage of matching features that are also co-active.
Multiple feature pooling and compression
In image retrieval, it has been shown that increasing the number of descriptors (by using several key point detectors to detect more feature points) considerably improves retrieval performance. But it is typical that only one single type of local invariant descriptor is used in existing image retrieval systems. We observed that different images exhibit different appearance characteristics. While some images are well represented by some local invariant descriptor for retrieval purpose, some images may be well better described by different descriptors such as color histograms.
The sparse coding framework is well suited for aggregating multiple types of descriptors without increasing the size of the final image representation. In particular, we propose the following multiple feature pooling and compression:
1. Extract multiple local descriptor sets from a given image (one set for each type of descriptors); 2. Apply sparse coding to each descriptor set to derive a single aggregated vector; 3. Jointly compress all sparse-coded aggregated vectors to derive the final representation in a compact vector. More formally, if we extract K sets of local descriptors and apply sparse coding and max pooling on each set independently to obtain aggregated vectors {y 1 , ..., y K }. Then, the final image representation is a concatenated vector:
Since there exist plenty of redundancies between sparse-coded vectors, the concatenated vector y * can be effectively compressed.In this paper, we found PCA performs well in reducing the dimension while preserving the discriminative power of y * . We achieve further compression (e.g., to 20-40 bytes) with product quantization [12] . For a given image, we can apply different local feature detectors [17] , such as LOG, Harris, MSER, to detect multiple features. For each detected local feature, we can then compute different types of descriptors, such as SIFT [15] or DAISY [26, 32] . We experiment with various combinations of multiple detectors and descriptors in the context of image retrieval, Table 3 : Combining two different detectors (LOG and Harris) and descriptors (SIFT and DAISY).
The best configuration is "Harris/DAISY + LOG/SIFT", which leverages all information. using the Holiday dataset described in Section 3.1. 
Sparse-coded micro feature
Since our sparse coding framework allows aggregating multiple types of features in a compact way, we are motivated to seek new features, especially those complementary to existing local invariant features. Inspired by the work of bag-of-colors(BOC) [30] , where an image is represented by its color histogram, we propose a novel local feature called micro feature. First, our micro features are simply detected by densely sampling the image on a grid with some predefined step size s. Then, at each sampled point, we extract a vector consisting of color values of a small k × k color patch in the CIE-Lab color space, resulting in a 3k 2 dimensional vector, the micro feature. Finally, we feed all extracted vectors into the same sparse coding framework to produce our sparse-coded micro features.
We experiment with various values of s and k using the Holiday and the UKB datasets. Surprisingly, we found that s = 2 and very small patch size k = 4 work best, and even comparable to strong local invariant features(c.f. Section 4)! We conjecture that the excellent performance is resulted from the proper combination of the micro feature itself and the sparse coding framework, as we explain below.
First, by using small patches, our micro feature is robust to small affine deformations. Second, the sparse coding and maximum pooling framework effectively picks meaningful patches on edge and corner locations. Figure 2 shows the active micro features from some example images. Patches from smooth regions are mostly excluded except for a few representatives, which are still useful for retrieval.
Third, our micro feature effectively exploits image self-similarity [35] . Suppose x and x ′ are corresponding points from a pair of matching images I and I ′ , respectively. Then with self similarity, x ′ has a set of similar features X ′ in I ′ . When x is active in the aggregated vector of I, with a high probability a feature from I ′ , either x ′ itself or one in X ′ , is also active. Thus, the self-similarity contributes to the similarity of the final image vectors aggregated from the sparse coded micro features. 
Experiments
We use two standard datasets (Holiday and UKB) to evaluate the performance of sparsecoded local invariant features, micro features, and their combinations. In our method, we follow the sparse coding + pooling + L2 normalization + feature combination pipeline and use L2 distance as default metric.
Sparse coded local-invariant feature
We compare the performance of local invariant features aggregated by different methods. The features are detected by the Harris detector and an 104-D DASIY descriptor [31] is computed for each feature. The descriptors are then aggregated by Fisher Kernel, VLAD, and sparse coding (SC). The codebook size is k = 64 for Fisher and VLAD, resulting in a 104 × 64 = 6656 dimensional aggregated vector. The results are shown in the first three rows of Table 4 , at original dimension, and various PCA-reduced dimensions. As we can see, sparse-coding performs significantly better than Fisher Kernel and VLAD on the UKB dataset, and considerably better on the Holiday dataset except for the 128-D case.
Sparse coded micro feature
We first compare our micro feature with BOC [30] , both of which explore the color information and use dense sampling. Table 5 shows that our micro feature outperforms BOC on both datasets, using L1 or L2 image distance metric. Note that the performance of BOC decreases by about 8% when using L2 metric, while micro feature performs similar for either L1 or L2 metric-a desired property as efficient dimension reduction algorithms, such as PCA, require L2 metric. Table 4 . The sparse-coded micro feature consistently outperforms Harris+DASIY with all three aggregation methods on both datasets.
Multiple feature pooling and compression
We evaluate the performances of different feature combinations and compressions. In particular, we consider the combination of Harris/DAISY+LOG/SIFT (HD+LS, see Section 3.4) for local invariant features, and HD+LS+Micro for combining invariant features and color features. As shown in the last three rows in Table 4 , the sparse-coded HD+LS outperforms any single-type features (HD or LS). When combined with micro feature (HD+LS+Micro), we achieve about 14% and 10% improvement over the best individual feature on Holiday and UKB, respectively, and the trend holds for all compressed features.
Product quantization [12] can further compress the aggregated vector. Table 6 shows the results of further compressing each 128-D PCA-compressed aggregated vector into 40 bytes. The performance loss from product quantization is negligible (Compared with Table 4 ).
Compared to the state of the art
We compare our work to state-of-the-art retrieval systems, including those using BOFbased and aggregation-based representations. The first two rows in Table 7 are the best results from previous works. The results of our system are shown in the third row. On the UKB dataset, our system outperforms all previous works, even when using a compact 128-D image representation. On the Holiday dataset, our PCA-compressed combined-feature representations outperform previous aggregated representations significantly. Although our 128-D feature performs worse than HE and LBOC on the Holiday dataset, our representation is much more compact compared to HE and LBOC which require a set of quantized descriptors (visual words) plus some per-feature signatures to represent each image.
Scalability
We study the scalability of our approach using the Holidays 4 million dataset. Figure 3 shows the mAP results vs. database size for different versions of our method. We see that our method scales well. In particular, our final representation(HD+LS+Micro) performs the best, exceeding state-of-the-art feature aggregations systems-Fisher Vector and VLADby 28 and 27 absolute mAP points, respectively. Product quantization further compresses (HD+LS+Micro) into a 40-byte representation (HD+LS+Micro PQ), with negligible loss.
Conclusion
Based on reformulating the state-of-the-art local feature aggregation methods in a common encoding-pooling framework, we have applied sparse coding to encode feature descriptors for image retrieval. The sparsity of the representation allows us to max-aggregate descriptors from an image into a fixed-size vector, with tolerable loss of information. By integrating multiple types of complementary features, including a novel micro feature, using sparse coding framework, we obtain a discriminative yet compact image representation that significantly outperforms the state of the art.
